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Overview

- Core and value-added information
- Two geographies, two stories
- Responsiveness to customer demand
Harvey, Illinois
Workers with jobs in Harvey (11,256) are more than double the number of employed Harvey residents (4,516)

64% of workers with jobs in Harvey commute from out-of-state

7% of employed Harvey residents work in Harvey
Harvey Story:
LED Value-Added Information

Workers with jobs in Harvey are …

- older than employed Harvey residents
- better paid than employed Harvey residents
- more likely to have jobs in Manufacturing and Healthcare than employed Harvey residents
Workers with jobs in Harvey (QWI’s) …

- 564 new hires in stable jobs
- 5.4% new hire rate in stable jobs
- $2,310 average monthly earnings for new hires in stable jobs
Commuter Railroad
Commuter Railroad:
LED Value-Added Information

As the distance from the CTA Green Line advances, the percentage of workers increases in …

- public-sector jobs
- older age categories and higher paying jobs
- Admin/Support services and Healthcare jobs
As the distance from the CTA Green Line advances, ...

- average monthly earnings for newly hired workers in stable jobs are higher
- new hire rate in stable jobs grows